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Accuracy of anthropometric measurements in estimating fat mass in individuals with 21-hydroxylase deficiency
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Abstract

Objective: The use of anthropometric measurements to estimate the percentage of body fat (%BF) is easy and inexpensive. However, the accuracy of these methods in patients with 21-hydroxylase deficiency (21OHD) has not been explored. The objective of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of skinfold-based models, body mass index (BMI), and waist circumference (WC) in estimations of %BF using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) as the reference method in individuals with 21OHD.

Methods: Fifty-four 21OHD patients (32 women and 22 men), aged 7 to 20 y, were recruited for the study. DXA was used to determine %BF; four predictive skinfold equations, BMI, and WC were assessed for accuracy in determining %BF.

Results: All predictive skinfold equations were highly associated ($R$, range: 0.82-0.89) with DXA %BF values. In women, BMI and WC showed moderate correlations ($R = 0.69$ for both BMI and WC) with DXA values. In contrast, among men there was a low explanatory power for BMI (13%) and WC (4%) and high errors (BMI, 6.9%; WC, 7.4%). All predictive equations significantly underestimated %BF (range of differences, $−4.1$ to $−8.9$) compared with DXA (women, $31.3 ± 6.1$; men, $24.4 ± 7.3$), and large limits of agreement were observed (range, $−15.3$ to $1.7$ and $−15.5$ to $4.2$ for women and men, respectively).

Conclusion: In children and adolescents with 21OHD, %BF as estimated by skinfold measurements was associated more strongly with DXA-assessed %BF than both BMI and WC. However, still, the skinfold-based assessment underestimated DXA %BF and showed moderate agreement.

Introduction

The most common enzyme impairment in congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) is 21-hydroxylase deficiency (21OHD), accounting for more than 90% of cases [1]. The classic form of 21OHD is divided into two variants: simple-virilizing (SV), characterized by deficient cortisol production and increased androgen production, and salt-wasting (SW). In the SW form, a deficiency in aldosterone production can occur, in addition to the same symptoms observed in SV [2]. The treatment of the classic form of 21OHD uses the lowest possible glucocorticoid dose to replace cortisol and aldosterone effectively and control the symptoms of androgen excess. However, if this replacement is not adequate, then patients can present with states of hyperandrogenism or hypercortisolism. The former can cause early puberty, infertility, and increases in lean mass; the latter can lead to insulin resistance, osteoporosis, and obesity [3–5].

The measurement of body composition is an important tool for pediatric research and clinical settings, because obesity is...
associated with an increased risk of several health problems in children and adolescents [6]. Several methods have been used to assess body composition in children and adolescents, and anthropometry [e.g., body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), and skinfold thickness] is commonly used because it is a simple, noninvasive, and inexpensive technique compared with other laboratory-based methods. However, the selection of the best anthropometric measurement for the identification and control of excess adiposity is not without controversy [7–11]. BMI is important and useful at a population level, but it does not discriminate between lean mass and fat mass in an individual. WC is an important indicator of childhood obesity related to visceral fat rather than total body fat [12]. This may be especially important in patients with CAH who could develop increased trunk fat caused by glucocorticoid treatment [13].

Skinfold thickness is accepted as a predictor of body fatness because subcutaneous fat (40%–60% of total body fat) can be directly measured with a caliper. However, these measurements only provide an estimate of subcutaneous fat and cannot be used reliably to measure fat stored internally, such as visceral fat. Additionally, fat measurement using skinfolds is associated with many factors that can affect its accuracy and precision [7,14]. The use of a standardized method increases the reliability of skinfold thickness measurements, and the selection of equations that properly predict body fat mass can increase accuracy [11,14]. Skinfold equations used to predict total body fat from subcutaneous skinfold measurements in children and adolescents are generally based on samples of healthy individuals [11,15,16], and the accuracy in CAH patients has not yet been explored.

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is a technique that measures whole and segmental body fat and lean body mass. DXA is considered a valid and reliable method of assessing body composition, and it is commonly used as a reference technique in pediatric populations [11,14,17,18].

Because CAH 21OHD can alter body composition and distribution (fat trunk increment more particularly), mainly due to glucocorticoid treatment, the purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy of BMI, WC, and skinfold-based models in the estimation of the percentage of body fat (%BF) using DXA as the reference method in individuals with classic CAH 21OHD.

Materials and methods

Patients

We included 54 patients (32 women and 22 men), aged 7 to 20 y. All subjects were diagnosed with classic CAH 21OHD (16 SV and 38 SW), confirmed by clinical, hormonal, and molecular analyses [19–22]. These patients were diagnosed and followed at the Outpatient Pediatric Endocrinology Clinic of the Clinical Hospital of the University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil, for at least 3 y [treatment duration (mean ± SD), 12.5 ± 4.4 y].

The patients were classified according to the criteria of Marshall and Tanner [23,24] for pubertal development by a pediatric endocrinologist as prepubertal (n = 18, stages I and II), pubertal (n = 9, stage III), and postpubertal (n = 27, stage IV or above and/or menarche in girls).

Experimental design

This was a cross-sectional study. All evaluations were performed on the day of the outpatient clinic visit. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of UNICAMP and conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki for human studies. Written informed consents were provided by all individuals or their legal guardians.

Anthropometric measurements

Anthropometric measurements (body weight in kilograms, and height and WC in centimeters) were performed by a skilled researcher using standardized procedures and conditions [25]. These data were used to calculate BMI (kg/m²), and the absolute values were transformed into z-scores using the 2000 publication by the National Center of Health Statistics as a reference [26]. The skinfold measurements were made on the right side of the body at appropriately marked sites using a Lange caliper (Cambridge Scientific Instruments, Cambridge, MA, USA). The skinfold measurements were made at the triceps, calf, subscapular, biceps, and suprailiac sites according to standardized anatomic locations and methods [25]. On the basis of test-retest reliability using eight subjects, the technical error of measurement values for the triceps, calf, subscapular, biceps, and suprailiac skinfold measurements were 0.50 mm (3.3%), 0.43 mm (2.5%), 0.43 mm (4.3%), 0.35 mm (4.0%), and 0.56 mm (2.4%), respectively.

Four pediatric skinfold prediction equations were used to estimate %BF. Two equations were developed by Slaughter et al. [15]: Slaughter 1 = sum of triceps and medial calf skinfolds; and Slaughter 2 = sum of triceps and subscapular skinfolds. Two equations were developed by Deurenberg et al. [16]: Deurenberg 1 = log of sum of biceps and triceps skinfolds; and Deurenberg 2 = log of sum of biceps, triceps, suprailiac, and subscapular skinfolds. The equations used in the present study were selected for their validity before being applied to a clinical setting and met two criteria. First, the equations were recommended for children and adolescents (Slaughter et al. [15] equations: 8–18 y old; Deurenberg et al. [16] equations: 7–20 y old). Second, the equations included both sexes, but considered the influence of differences between the sexes and pubertal development, because the quantity of body fat and its distribution pattern are influenced by sex and pubertal development stage more than by age [14].

Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry

The %BF reference values were obtained by DXA. Whole-body DXA exams were performed according to the procedures recommended by the manufacturer on a fan beam Hologic model Discovery Wi densitometer, software version 12.7 (Hologic, Bedford, MA, USA). The densitometer was calibrated daily according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Statistical analysis

For database and statistical analyses, SPSS version 18.0 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) was used. The normal distribution of the data was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The data were described using the mean and ±SD for variables with a normal distribution (i.e., age, weight, BMI, triceps skinfold, suprailiac skinfold, and calf skinfold) and median and range (minimum and maximum values) for variables without a normal distribution (i.e., height, BMI z-score, biceps skinfold, and subscapular skinfold). Differences between the reference method (DXA) and each predictive equation (Slaughter 1 and 2 and Deurenberg 1 and 2) were calculated using paired-sample t tests. Independent-sample t tests were used to compare variables between sexes. Mann–Whitney U-tests were used as the alternative to the independent-sample t test, if the data did not present a normal distribution. Linear regression analysis was performed to assess the accuracy of each predictive equation to estimate %BF compared with DXA. The models were developed separately for women and men. To test whether the regression line differed from the line of identity, the slope and intercept were tested. If the slope was not different from 1, and the intercept was not different from 0, then the regression would not differ from the line of identity. Additionally, the standard error of estimate (SEE), coefficient of determination adjusted (R²adj), and the coefficient of correlation (R) were analyzed. Agreement between the predictive equations and the reference method was assessed using the Bland–Altman method [27]. Pearson’s bivariate correlations (R) were conducted to determine whether the difference between each predictive equation and the reference method was related to the mean of the two measurements (trends) in men and women. For all tests, statistical significance was established at P < 0.05.

Results

The general characteristics and body composition results of the 21OHD patients are presented in Table 1. Women had significantly higher values for biceps, triceps, and calf skinfold measurements (P < 0.05) for %BF measured by DXA compared with the four predictive equations (P < 0.001). All predictive equations demonstrated lower %BF values (P < 0.001) compared with DXA for both sexes (Table 1).

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between %BF measured by DXA and the predictive skinfold equations, BMI, and WC. The %BF values estimated by four predictive skinfold equations demonstrated a significantly high correlation (P < 0.001) with the reference method for both sexes (women and men, respectively:

Slaughter equation 1, $R = 0.82$ and 0.87; Slaughter equation 2, $R = 0.85$ and 0.83; Deurenberg equation 1, $R = 0.85$ and 0.86; Deurenberg equation 2, $R = 0.88$ and 0.89) (Fig. 1A-D). BMI and WC were not significantly associated with %BF assessed by DXA among men (BMI: $R = 0.41, P = 0.06$; WC: $R = 0.20, P = 0.36$) and only moderately among women ($R = 0.69$ for both BMI and WC, $P < 0.001$) (Fig. 1E and 1F).

The regression analysis demonstrated that Slaughter equation 1 explained 66% and 74% and Slaughter equation 2 explained 72% and 69% of the variance in DXA values for women and men, respectively. The %BF estimated by the Deurenberg equations explained between 72% and 78% of the variance in DXA %BF values. Among men, there was a low explanatory power for BMI (13%) and WC (4%), and among women the BMI and WC explained 46% of the variance in DXA values.

The SEE for the predictive skinfold equations ranged from 3.0% to 3.6% among women and from 3.5% to 4.2% among men. BMI and WC showed high values for SEE (6.89% and 7.39% for BMI and WC, respectively). WC, BMI of women, BMI of men, and skinfolds of men for all equations, except Deurenberg equation 1, differed significantly from the regression line of identity (intercept and/or slope) (Fig. 1A-F).

The results of the Bland-Altman analysis in women and men are presented in Figure 2. The 95% limits of agreement (95% LOA) indicate large individual variability between these two measurements in 21OHD patients using Slaughter equation 1 (range, $-12.8$ to $17$ and $-10.9$ to $3.6$ for women and men, respectively) and Slaughter equation 2 (range, $-14.4$ to $0.6$ and $-12.4$ to $4.2$ for women and men, respectively) and significantly underestimated %BF determined by DXA (Slaughter equation 1 mean bias, $-5.6$ and $-3.6$ for women and men, respectively; Slaughter equation 2 mean bias, $-6.9$ and $-4.1$ for women and men, respectively). No significant trends ($R$) were found between the difference and the mean of both methods using the two Slaughter equations (Fig. 2A and 2B).

The Deurenberg equations exhibited large 95% LOA, ranging from $-15.3$ to $-2.6$ for women and $-15.5$ to $0.6$ for men using Deurenberg equation 1 and from $-11.6$ to $0.4$ for women and $-13.4$ to $1.6$ for men using Deurenberg equation 2. The means of bias were $-8.9$ for women and $-7.5$ for men using Deurenberg equation 1 and $-5.6$ for women and $-5.9$ for men using Deurenberg equation 2. A significant association was found between the difference in %BF using Deurenberg equation 1 and DXA and the mean of the two methods for women ($R = -0.42, P < 0.05$) and men ($R = -0.67, P < 0.01$) and Deurenberg equation 2 for men ($R = -0.70, P < 0.001$) (Fig. 2C and 2D).

**Discussion**

Our data demonstrated that in this sample, the %BF calculated by the four predictive skinfold equations was highly associated with the reference method. Furthermore, BMI and WC were moderately associated with DXA-assessed %BF among women and were not significantly associated among men. Although the skinfold equations systematically underestimated the %BF values obtained by DXA, at an individual level, the equations presented poor accuracy and, in some cases, depended on the level of body fat, indicating that %BF is overestimated in lean subjects and underestimated in obese subjects (Fig. 2C and 2D).

To our knowledge, this is the first study that addressed the validity of anthropometric measurements in children and adolescents with 21OHD. The accuracy of the predictive skinfold equations, BMI, and WC in assessing %BF was determined at the group level, and our results obtained from the four predictive equations for both sexes were significantly lower than the reference method. Similar results were reported previously [17, 18, 28] in studies that attempted to validate Slaughter’s equation in prepubertal children and in a multiethnic, representative sample of adolescents girls, although no significant differences were observed in a male sample aged 8 to 26 y [28]. The predictive equations were strongly associated with the reference method. These high associations were similar to the observed correlations in a sample of healthy male and female children and adolescents [28] and young children (aged 3 to 8 y) [17] that evaluated the Slaughter equation. In our study, BMI and WC showed moderate correlations among women, but were not significantly associated with DXA measurements of %BF among men. Recent studies in a representative pediatric sample suggested that skinfold-based models are more accurate than BMI and WC at estimating %BF in children [11].
Previous studies also demonstrated that BMI was more correlated with %BF than skinfolds in obese [8,9] and stunted children [29]. In obese children, this is partially attributable to the higher error of measurement of skinfolds at high levels of adiposity [11], and BMI does not provide an accurate indication of body fat distribution [30]. Therefore, WC has been recognized...
an important indicator of childhood obesity related to visceral fat, rather than total body fat, and a good predictor of cardiovascular risk in children and adolescents [12].

The results of the present study showed that the SEE estimations of the skinfold equations were approximately 3.3%BF for women and 3.8%BF for men. These SEE results are similar to (Slaughter equation 1: 3.8%; Slaughter equation 2: 3.7%) and lower than (Deurenberg prepubertal boys and girls, range: 4.5% to 5.6%; Deurenberg postpubertal girls: 4.5%) the results found by the researchers who developed these original equations [15,16].

For BMI and WC, the SEE was considered acceptable [31] among women but high among men (BMI: 6.9%; WC: 7.4%). Despite these results, the majority of the anthropometric measurements differed from the line of identity in the present study, demonstrating that adjustments might be necessary to calibrate the estimated values to the levels of adiposity in this population.

The lack of accuracy in the anthropometric measurements, primarily using BMI, in estimating the fat mass of these patients may be related to the fact that, although the literature shows that individuals with CAH present a higher risk of obesity [32], the complexity of the factors involved in the appearance and development of CAH and its treatment may lead to different body composition in these patients. According to Isguven et al., children with CAH may have a BMI that is higher than control subjects because of an increase in fat mass [33], but this has not been confirmed by other authors, who, despite having observed higher values of fat mass, found no difference in BMI between CAH patients and controls [5]. These results suggest that a higher level of body fat could reflect the chronic effects of glucocorticoid therapy, and the higher lean mass may be an indication of the adverse effects of exposure to androgens excess [5]. Adults with CAH present higher BMI levels and higher fat mass compared with control subjects [34,35], but older patients (age >30 y) had a higher BMI and similar body fat, but higher lean mass, than controls [36]. One of the possible effects of excess glucocorticoid is the accumulation of abdominal fat [13], which may be reflected by an increase in WC, but this was not observed in the present study, which is a positive finding for these patients, because a high WC is strongly associated with cardiovascular disease [30].

At the individual level, our results revealed large differences, reflected by the wide 95% LOAs for each equation, with a clear

Fig. 2. Bland-Altman analysis of the agreement between the percentage of body fat (%BF) estimations using predictive equations and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) in (●) female and (○) male. (A) Slaughter skinfold equation 1 (women: mean differences between two methods [Bias] = −5.6, 95% limits of agreement [95%LOA] = −12.8: 1.7, Pearson’s bivariate correlations between the difference for each predictive equation and the reference method, and the mean of the two measurements [R] = 0.02, P = 0.90; men: Bias = −3.6, 95%LOA = −10.9: 3.6, R = 0.09, P = 0.69); (B) Slaughter skinfold equation 2 (women: Bias = −6.9, 95%LOA = −14.4: 6.6, R = 0.30, P = 0.10; men: Bias = −4.1, 95%LOA = −12.4: 4.2, R = 0.02, P = 0.93); (C) Deurenberg skinfold equation 1 (women: Bias = −8.9, 95%LOA = −15.3: 2.6, R = −0.42, P = 0.02; men: Bias = −7.5, 95%LOA = −15.5: 0.6, R = −0.67, P = 0.001); (D) Deurenberg skinfold equation 2 (women: Bias = −5.6, 95%LOA = −11.6: 0.4, R = −0.01, P = 0.94; men: Bias = −5.9, 95%LOA = −13.4: 1.6, R = −0.70, P < 0.000). The middle solid lines represent the mean differences between two methods. The dashed lines represent 95% limits of agreement (±1.96 SD from mean). Trend line (solids line) represents the association between the differences of methods.
underestimation of %BF in individuals with 21OHD. These analyses suggest that individual estimations of %BF in patients with 21OHD, when taken alone, should be interpreted cautiously, as the skinfold equations tended to underestimate considerably the %BF values. Furthermore, mainly using the equations developed by Deurenberg et al. [16], the differences observed relative to the DXA criterion depended on the subjects’ levels of adiposity, as reported in similar studies [14]. These results indicate that, in patients with lower %BF values, the %BF calculated using the Deurenberg skinfold equations tended to overestimate considerably the DXA results and, in patients with higher %BF values, the %BF calculated using the skinfold equations tended to underestimate considerably the DXA results. This finding could be critical in the clinical evaluation of these patients whose risk of obesity is elevated [32]. The large 95% LOAs observed in the present study indicate underestimations of approximately 12–15%BF in women and 11–16%BF in men.

Rodriguez et al. [14] observed that the accuracy of most of the skinfold-thickness equations for assessment of %BF in adolescents was poor at the individual level, but these authors recommend equations by Slaughter et al. for both male and female adolescents aged 13 to 17.9 y.

Nevertheless, another factor that must be considered is that Slaughter et al. developed the equations using a four-compartment (4C) model. Deurenberg et al. used hydrostatic weighing as the reference method, which is based on a two-compartment (2C) model. Although the density of fat-free mass (FFM$_D$) was considered to increase with age (1.08–1.10 g/cm$^3$), no differences between the sexes were considered. Moreover, given that growth is not a linear process and might vary with sex and associated pathologies, 2C models can be inaccurate and cause clinically significant bias when estimating %BF [37]. The paucity of investigations does not allow us to know the relative contribution of fat-free mass components in children and adolescents with CAH.

One limitation of the present study is that, although DXA has been used as a reference method in body composition assessments for the last decade, it can present significant bias in pediatric populations compared with a 4C model [37]. The 4C model is currently recommended in research, but its complexity, length, elevated costs, and requirement for specialized staff make it less appropriate for use in large samples, young children, and other patients. Additionally, the 4C model is available in only a few research centers and is not error free. A propagation measurement error is associated with the number of components and respective techniques necessary for its application (e.g., body density, bone mineral, and total body water) [38]. Other methods (e.g., bioimpedance) and predictive skinfold equations should be tested and validated in children and adolescents with CAH to estimate body composition accurately in contexts in which the availability of more valid methods, such other reference methods, is limited.

Although the skinfold-based models were associated more strongly with %BF than WC, previous studies showed that WC is linked to several cardiometabolic parameters, including blood pressure, blood lipids, blood glucose, and insulin [12,39,40]. Unfortunately, the present study did not evaluate the correlation between anthropometric measurements and cardiometabolic parameters. It is important to stress that our results were obtained in children and adolescents with CAH 21OHD and diverge from the general recommendations of using BMI for assessing adiposity in children and adolescents and the importance of these simple and suitable measurements should not be overlooked. Future prospective studies should analyze the use of anthropometric measurements in predicting cardiometabolic disease risk in these patients.

**Conclusion**

In this sample of patients with CAH 21OHD, the anthropometric measurements did not demonstrate accuracy in estimating %BF. Skinfold-based models had a stronger association with DXA than BMI and WC. However, the skinfold-based models underestimated %BF and showed a large limits of agreement, which may limit their application in clinical settings.
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